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for the which alienation, the sum acclaimed, is a part of the price) and for No 20.
purging of all other inhibitions executed against him, according whereto the
defender has given bond to the said two creditors, specially expressed, for pay-
ment of their sums; and which bonds, albeit given after the arrestment made
by the pursuer, must liberate the defender at this arrester's hands, in respect
the writ, whereby the pursuer constitutes him debtor, is affected with this
condition, and which he may yet lawfully do, in respect of the provision fore-
said, specially expressed therein; and albeit the pursuer replied, that the pro-
vision of the bond is not tied only to these two special creditors, but also has
joined there with others in that same clause, in a connected phrase, viz. " and
for satisfying of all other inhibitions;" seeing therefore he had arrested, before
he gave bond to these two special creditors, and that he had not only arrested,
but also had served inhibitions long before any inhibition executed by any of
these two creditors; therefore, in respect of his diligence, and that the others
had done none, the defender voluntary binding himself to the two creditors,
ought not to postpone the pursuer, but he ought to be preferred in the sust
acclaimed. The Lords, notwithstanding of the pursuer's first inhibition, be-
fore the other two creditors to Craw, and notwithstanding of his arrestment
before Knows gave bond to these two special creditors, found the exception
relevant, and that the payment appointed by the bond, and to be made to the
other two creditors specially mentioned therein, ought to take effect before
payment could be craved by this arrester; albeit the bond unico contextu pro-
vided payment to be made to them two, and also to all other creditors who
had served inhibition; which generality, the LORDS found, could not take ef.
fect, but after the two creditors specifice named were first paid, seeing the de-
fender was content to run the hazard of this pursuer's first inhibition; and so
the special persons named were preferred, albeit there was no note of priority,
appointing them to be paid, in the first place, by that bond, but only in or-
dine scripture their names were expressed first therein; and therewith, the
said general clause immediately thereafter, without any directing of prefer-
ence, or posteriority, and albeit there was no diligence done by any other but
this pursuer.

Act. Craig. Alt. Belshes F' Mowat. Clerk, Gikson.

Fol. Dic. v. I- P. 53. Durie, P. 750.

1672- 7u7Y 18. WATSON against BRUCE.
No 2r.

AN assignation was granted, bearing to be for relief of the assignee's cau-
tionry, and also for relief of another cautioner; this clause was found to inm-
port a proportional relief to both, according to both their engagements.

Fol. Dic. v. I.p. 509.

*** This case is Jo 70. p. 3537., voce DILIGENCE.
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